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Introduction

Online shopping is an essential component in our 
life. User privacy in online shopping isn’t 
protected well. 

Online shopping platform, merchant and express 
company can get user’s id, phone number, 
preference even real name. 



BlockChain

Characteristics

• A distributed ledger.

• Anonymity 
• Information cannot be tampered. 

51% nodes security
• ……

benefits

• no shopping platform: decentration 
and economy

• Protect user privacy
• Security 

• ……



Method
concepts

Users and merchants are different nodes in this blockchain network. Delivery 
nodes are also merchant nodes.  Intermediary nodes  act as an intermediary 
between user and merchants, not mastered by any instructions
There is no shopping platform but a client for users. 

On this client, user can get the goods information from  intermediary nodes. 
Clients also save some personal information and preference natively to provide 
humanized service.



Method
concepts

Parts of merchant nodes and intermediary nodes are thought as full nodes and 
preserve all the transaction information,  as well some miners in user nodes, to 
mine new block and get profits. General user nodes are light, and only partly 
preserve some vital information.



Method
transaction

When user initiates a new transaction to a merchant node,  actually user 
generate a transaction with intermediary node.  And intermediary nodes will 
interact with merchants and express stations. 



Method

anonymous delivery

Express nodes are also merchant nodes in this system. They distinct by address.  
Such as “上海总站”，“上海交通大学站”

User A purchased goods G in Shanghai Jiaotong University where the 
merchant in Beijing.  A’s address will be sent to intermediary node and then 
be processed as a sequence of express nodes.(specially, “北京总站”,“上海
总站”，“上海交通大学站”……)



Method

anonymous delivery

Each delivery nodes would just get the next 
location from intermediary nodes, and deliver the 
goods there. For instance, “北京总站” will get 
“上海总站” but doesn’t know detailed 
address.



Implement

There is a simple demo code for this system. This code is 

thoroughly run in native, Although some files should be stored in 

intermediary nodes as a database. However, main features of this 
project have given





Shortcoming

 The shortcomings from bitcoin:
I. time delay
II. storage
III. no real anonymity

 Maybe lose some personalized service 



Discussion

 Better anonymity than bitcoin, protect user privacy

 This project based on the first generation blockchain bitcoin, other recent 
research may have better performance
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